Development of a positive psychology intervention for patients with acute cardiovascular disease
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Abstract

The management of depression and other negative psychological states in cardiac patients has been a focus of multiple treatment trials, though such trials have not led to substantial improvements in cardiac outcomes. In contrast, there has been minimal focus on interventions to increase positive psychological states in cardiac patients, despite the fact that optimism and other positive states have been associated with superior cardiovascular outcomes. Our objective was to develop an 8-week, phone-based positive psychology intervention for patients hospitalized with acute cardiac disease (acute coronary syndrome or decompensated heart failure). Such an intervention would consist of positive psychology exercises adapted for this specific population, and it would need to be feasible for practitioners and patients in real-world settings. By adapting exercises that were previously validated in healthy individuals, we were able to generate a positive psychology telemedicine intervention for cardiac patients that focused on optimism, kindness, and gratitude. In addition, we successfully created a companion treatment manual for subjects to enhance the educational aspects of the intervention and facilitate completion of exercises. Finally, we successfully performed a small pilot trial of this intervention, and found that the positive psychology intervention appeared to be feasible and well-accepted in a cohort of patients with acute cardiac illness. Future studies should further develop this promising intervention and examine its impact on psychological and medical outcomes in this vulnerable population of cardiac patients.

Introduction

Negative emotional states are strongly associated with poor outcomes in patients with heart disease. For example, depressive symptoms in cardiac patients are common, persistent, and independently associated with negative medical outcomes. This link between depression and adverse cardiac events appears to be especially strong among patients hospitalized for acute cardiac conditions, such as acute coronary syndrome (ACS) or congestive heart failure (CHF), for whom depression has been repeatedly established as a risk factor for recurrent cardiac events and mortality. Other negative psychological states, especially anxiety, have also been associated with the development and progression of cardiac disease, and anxiety symptoms and disorders have been linked with cardiac-related death. However, there have been multiple trials to treat depression and associated conditions in cardiac patients, and depression treatment in heart disease patients has not consistently resulted in improved cardiac outcomes.

In contrast to negative states, positive psychological states, such as optimism, are associated with superior cardiovascular outcomes in those with and without known heart disease. For example, the Women’s Health Initiative study of over 97,000 women found that women in the upper quartile of dispositional optimism had a significantly lower incidence of coronary heart disease, cardiac mortality, and all-cause mortality than those in the bottom quartile. In patients with known heart disease, optimism, vigor, and well-being have been associated with reduced mortality and independently linked with fewer readmissions and increased survival following cardiac surgery. Indeed, a recent meta-analysis of the relationship between optimism and physical health found that optimism was significantly linked to lower mortality and superior cardiovascular outcomes. Other analyses have suggested that a broad range of positive psychological constructs, including positive emotions and subjective well-being, are linked with superior physical health outcomes. Furthermore, the effects of positive psychological conditions appear to be independent of negative affective states, including depressive symptoms, suggesting that it is not simply an absence of depression or anxiety that confers the cardiovascular benefit associated with positive emotions.

How might positive psychological states influence cardiac health? First, positive emotions may impact cardiovascular outcomes through health behaviors. Positive psychological states, such as optimism, have been associated with greater adherence to healthy behaviors in persons with and without known heart disease. For example, optimists appear to be more likely to follow a heart-healthy diet, and less likely to smoke,
than pessimists. Older adults with higher levels of optimism and/or positive health beliefs also have higher rates of physical activity than those with lower levels.\textsuperscript{22,23,25} Furthermore, a recent trial found that patients with positive mood prior to cardiac transplant surgery were more likely to adhere to a post-surgical medication regimen at six months.\textsuperscript{20} In addition to impacting health-related behaviors, these positive emotional and cognitive states may impact physiology. Optimism and related states are associated with healthy autonomic function\textsuperscript{26} and reduced inflammation.\textsuperscript{27} Given that autonomic function and inflammation are predictors of adverse cardiac events,\textsuperscript{27-29} this may also contribute to the link between positive states and cardiac health.

Clearly positive psychological states are important but can they be cultivated or taught? Although a sizeable portion of happiness is explained by static factors (e.g. intrinsic disposition and external life events), it appears that approximately 40% of happiness is directly under one’s own control,\textsuperscript{30} and specific interventions can increase positive emotions and cognitions. In recent years, there has been an emerging focus on positive psychology, a discipline that aims to improve the frequency and intensity of positive emotional experiences.\textsuperscript{31,32} Positive psychology interventions have focused on targeted activities in several domains, including altruism (e.g. performing acts of kindness), gratitude (e.g. systematically recalling positive life events), using one’s personal strengths in a deliberate manner, and optimism (e.g. imagining positive future outcomes). A recent meta-analysis of over 50 trials of positive psychology interventions in more than 4,000 subjects found that positively-oriented interventions have consistently led to increases in happiness, reductions in depression, and improvements in overall well-being.\textsuperscript{32} Furthermore, in some cases, such benefits can last months after the intervention.\textsuperscript{31,32} Although some resiliency programs in medical patients have included small components of these interventions with good effect,\textsuperscript{33,34} trials of positive psychology interventions in the medically ill have been exceedingly rare.\textsuperscript{35}

Therefore, there is a clear opportunity to create a novel positive psychology-based treatment for post-ACS and CHF patients with the potential to improve outcomes in a vulnerable population. Positive psychology interventions have not been attempted in this population, and there has been much to learn about the proper composition and feasible delivery of positive psychology interventions when attempting to intervene in medically-ill patients. If an intervention to improve positive emotional experiences were feasible, well-accepted, and successful in improving the intensity and frequency of positive emotions, the intervention could potentially have broad health benefits.

To address this gap in the literature, we had two primary aims. In concert with experts in positive psychology and mind-body medicine, we sought to develop an 8-week telemedicine positive psychology intervention for patients initially hospitalized for ACS or CHF. In addition, our second aim was to create a companion treatment manual that described the rationale and content of the intervention, and that facilitated completion of the intervention exercises. In this paper, we will describe the development of both the intervention and treatment manual that were tailored to the vulnerable population of ACS and CHF patients. We will also briefly describe the results of a small randomized exploratory trial that assessed the feasibility and potential utility of this intervention in ACS and CHF patients.

### Materials and Methods

#### Population for the intervention

The intervention was developed for hospitalized patients with either ACS or CHF. We chose this population and setting for several reasons. First, these two conditions are among the most common causes of admission to cardiac units, and both are associated with poor health-related quality of life, functional impairment, and high rates of hospital readmission and mortality.\textsuperscript{36,37} Furthermore, a substantial literature links negative emotions (depression) with morbidity and mortality for post-ACS patients and those with CHF\textsuperscript{4,5,8} underscoring the high-risk nature of this population and the potential public health benefits of an intervention that could improve emotional states. Finally, hospitalization for an acute medical decompensation can represent a teachable moment during which patients may be more amenable to behavior change and new interventions to improve health status. Therefore, uptake of a new intervention may be more effective in this population versus a cohort with stable disease.

#### Mode of intervention delivery

To enhance the accessibility of this intervention, we chose to create a phone-based intervention because recently-hospitalized cardiac patients may have significant functional limitations. Interactions by phone (rather than in-person visits) are likely more feasible for such patients. This delivery method also increases our ability to include patients living far from the hospital or those without transportation; any patient with access to a phone can be included. Although internet-based interventions may also be innovative, the telemedicine intervention provides a more personal experience; furthermore, a significant subset of ACS/CHF patients (mean age in our previous studies\textsuperscript{38,39} was 63 years) will not have ready internet access and thus a phone-based solution would be accessible to a greater number of individuals. This delivery setup also increased feasibility from an interventionist perspective, as the intervention could be delivered from any private phone rather than a fixed physical setting for which there may be limitations of space or availability.

In addition to the phone-based interaction between study trainer and participant, we created a straightforward written manual that outlined the details of the intervention activities, and their rationale, for participants to review before, during, and after the intervention (see below). We also included supplementary reading for participants who were interested in understanding the broader context of the intervention.

#### Intervention development team

To ensure that we created an intervention that was grounded in evidence-based interventions yet well-adapted to and feasible for this cardiac population, we established a multidisciplinary team with expertise in several domains. The team included two psychologist researchers (SL, JB) who have substantial experience in positive psychology research in a variety of populations. They ensured that the intervention included well-studied and appropriate positive psychology exercises. Two members of the team (GF, JD) were physician leaders in the Benson Henry Institute for Mind-Body Medicine (BHI) with many years of experience supervising clinical and research behavioral interventions in the medically ill. Finally, two core members of the study team (JH, CM) had considerable experience performing behavioral cardiology research interventions on inpatient cardiac hospital units, including phone-based interventions post-discharge for ACS and CHF patients. This constellation of team members ensured that there would be relevant expertise to carefully develop an appropriate and effective intervention.

#### Intervention

The intervention was developed to last eight weeks, with weekly exercises and weekly contact between trainer and participant. Each week, participants would complete all aspects of a positive psychology exercise in a single day; the choice of this timing was based on evidence that such clustering of intervention activities is more effective than completing activities over a longer time frame.\textsuperscript{40} We chose to have participants complete exercises on a weekly basis, rather than more frequently, to make the intervention more feasible for sub-
jects who may have limited energy or time. In addition, some positive psychology trials have found weekly exercises to be more effective than daily exercises in improving positive affect, possibly due to loss of novelty and ‘hedonic adaptation’ when tasks are completed every day.30,40

The first session of the intervention, which lasted approximately 45 min, was conducted in-hospital prior to the patient’s discharge. During this meeting, the study trainer described the overall procedures of the study, provided the intervention manual, reviewed basic information about positive psychology, and discussed the rationale for the positive psychology intervention. The trainer would then assign the first exercise for the patient to complete, review the exercise, and assign the next week’s exercise. After the initial in-hospital session, weekly phone call sessions (approximately 15 min long) were conducted to review the exercise and prepare participants for the next week’s exercises. For subjects who were still in hospital at the time of the first scheduled phone call, the session was conducted in person instead of over the phone. Each of the exercises required approximately 20 min of writing about events, acts, goals, and/or feelings, allowing participants to have a physical record of their work.

Selection of the positive psychology exercises to be used in the study was based on several factors. We chose to focus on the positive emotions/cognitions of gratitude, kindness, and optimism in this intervention because of substantial evidence for the efficacy of exercises focusing on these three constructs;30,41-43 we also targeted optimism because this is the positive state most reliably linked to cardiac health.43 Finally, within these parameters, we chose exercises that we thought would be most relevant to patients recently hospitalized with ACS/CHF and those that would be straightforward to complete. The intervention, completed in the same order by all participants, contained four modules (Table 1).

**Module I (Weeks 1 and 2): Gratitude**

Exercise 1 (Three Good Things), which was completed in hospital, asked patients to recall three good things that had happened that week, despite recent medical events. Participants were instructed to write about three good events and why they happened in as much detail as possible, and to record how the event made them feel at the time and after the event (including while writing about it). This exercise was adapted from successful work previously carried out in other populations that focused on counting blessings and recalling prior good events.30,40-42 It was selected as the first exercise to educate patients about the presence of positive events and emotions in their lives and because it is a simple, relatively brief exercise that could be performed in the context of a single in-hospital, in-person session.

Exercise II (Gratitude Letter) was a letter addressed to a person in the participant’s life who did something for which they were grateful. Subjects were asked to describe in specific terms how an individual’s behavior had affected their life, why they were grateful, the impact of this act on their current life, and how often the individual’s efforts were recalled. Participants were advised that the letter was a private document, not necessarily written to be delivered or shown to anyone (although they were free to do so if they chose). Participants were also asked to note how they felt during and after writing the letter. This activity was selected because of its relatively strong effect on happiness and depression. For example, an internet-based study found that people who completed this exercise were happier and less depressed immediately post intervention compared to a control group, and these improvements were maintained one month later.31

Furthermore, a study that randomly assigned participants to positive activities found that completing a gratitude letter led to sustained improvement of well-being for as long as six months.44

**Module II (Weeks 3 and 4): Optimism**

Exercise III (Best Possible Self) involved imagining one’s best possible future with respect to social relationships. Patients were instructed first to think about their present connection to family members, friends, neighbors, colleagues and other important people in their social network, and then to imagine their ideal life five years in the future in terms of those social relationships. Study participants were next instructed to write, with specific details, about what they had envisioned, and to record how they felt during and after the exercise. The second exercise within this module (Exercise IV) was to imagine one’s best possible

| Table 1. Overview of positive psychology exercises. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise</th>
<th>Brief summary and reason for selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Week 1</strong> <em>(Gratitude): Three good things</em></td>
<td>Subjects recall and record in detail three events in the past week for which they are grateful. Rationale: we chose this as the first exercise to highlight the presence of positive events even during medically stressful times, and because it is straightforward and brief. Cultivating gratitude in similar interventions has been linked to beneficial effects for both mental health (i.e. depression, optimism, well-being, and social engagement)31,40 and physical health/health behaviors (physical complaints, frequency of exercise, amount and quality of sleep).40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*<em>Week 2 (Gratitude): Gratitude Letter</em></td>
<td>Subjects recall another person’s kindness and write a letter that describes their gratitude. Rationale: this exercise was selected because of its relatively strong effect on mood and well-being. For example, one study found that completing a gratitude letter led to sustained improvement of well-being for up to six months.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Week 3 (Optimism): Best Possible Self (social relationships)</strong></td>
<td>Subjects imagine one’s best possible future (over the next five years) with respect to social relationships, and consider how to actualize this future. Rationale: this exercise and related exercise is frequently used and is associated with feeling happier, less distressed, and being sick less often; participants have also been found to report interest in continuing this exercise after the intervention is over.42,44,45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Week 4 (Optimism): Best Possible Self (health)</strong></td>
<td>Subjects imagine one’s best possible self in the future (over the next five years) with regard to mental and physical health and consider how to actualize this future. Rationale: same as above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weeks 5-6 (Altruism): Three Acts of Kindness</strong></td>
<td>Subjects perform three kind acts for others within a single day. Rationale: prior work has demonstrated that performing and recording one’s acts of kindness is associated with improved mood.42 Participants performed all of their kind acts on the same day given the evidence that such clustering is most effective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weeks 7-8 (Choice): Subjects repeat exercise of their choice from weeks 1-6, changing specific content of the activity or the recipient of gratitude letter or kind acts.</strong> Rationale: prior studies in this area suggest that person-activity fit may moderate the success of psychological interventions and the most effective strategies are those that fit participants’ individual needs and areas of weakness.30,40,46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Clinical Investigation

Module III (Weeks 5 and 6): Kindness

The kindness exercises for this module (Exercises V and VI) used the same activity over both weeks. Specifically, participants were instructed to perform three kind acts for others within a single day because there is evidence that such clustering of acts is most effective.48 They were then asked to record the acts and how they felt during them. We selected this exercise on the basis of experimental work demonstrating that both performing and recording one’s acts of kindness is associated with increased happiness.41

Module IV (Weeks 7 and 8): Choice

In the final two weeks of the intervention, participants were allowed to choose and complete exercises from the previous six weeks that they felt best fitted their interests and personality. We allowed patients to choose their own exercises on the basis of evidence that patient-activity match is important to improved well-being and that fit may moderate intervention success.30 Indeed, previous research has shown that the effectiveness of happiness-increasing techniques varies considerably among individuals; the most effective strategies are those that fit participants’ individual needs and areas of weakness.30,40,46

Treatment manual

The treatment manual for participants had several sections. In the introductory section, the manual described the overall structure of the 8-week intervention, outlined reasons why positively-oriented exercises may be helpful, explored common myths about the exercises, and prepared participants for the completion of the exercises.

Next, the manual included chapters for each week’s exercise. At the beginning of each chapter, a brief educational section described the importance of the positive activity for the corresponding week (e.g. Why does optimistic thinking boost happiness? and Why does doing kind deeds make people happy?). These educational sections were condensed from Dr. Sonja Lyubomirsky’s (2008) book The How of Happiness47 and adapted to this specific clinical population. (For sample sections, see Figure 1; the full manual is available from the authors.)

The manual then described the specific study exercise for that week, outlined the details of performing and recording the exercise, and provided space to describe the events and feelings it evoked. Finally, the manual ended with a discussion of the value of maintaining positive well-being activities. Evidence for the sustained practice of positive psychology-related interventions has been relatively limited but is of clear importance. This section of the manual discussed how participants might develop a structured habit of performing the exercises that would have the greatest impact for them, as well as the best fit with their values, needs, interests, and resources. The manual closed with space to record a plan to complete such exercises over the following month.

Selection and training of study interventionists

We chose to utilize a social worker because, as part of their training and practice, most social workers have extensive experience interacting with patients and discussing emotional states in the context of acute stressors, such as medical illness. Because medical social workers are core personnel on cardiac units our intervention would not require the addition of a new care team member, potentially bolstering its feasibility. Finally, social workers are available at a lower cost than registered nurses, physicians, or psychologists, again increasing the intervention’s viability and generalizability.

The role of the trainer was not to perform an interpersonal therapeutic intervention, but rather to describe and review exercises performed independently by participants. Thus, the trainer’s responsibilities were straightforward and easily learned. The study interventionist was trained by reading both the treatment manual and book (The How of Happiness) associated with the intervention, attending sessions on positive psychology provided by the BHI, and participating in several meetings with the intervention developers to discuss the book and manual, answer questions, and problem-solve potential issues.

Week #5

This week we will focus on kindness, and performing kind acts.

Why does doing kind deeds make people happy? Let us count the ways:

1. Being kind and generous leads you to perceive others more positively or more charitably (for example, “my sister may not have come over because she has been feeling under the weather”) and fosters a heightened sense of interdependence and cooperation in your social community (“we all must pitch in to improve the environment”).

2. Doing kind acts often relieves guilt or discomfort over others’ difficulties and encourages an appreciation for your own good fortune. Helping others can make you feel advantaged (and thankful) by comparison (e.g., “I’m grateful I have a home”). Indeed, providing kindness or assistance to someone else can deliver a welcome distraction from your own misfortunes and troubles, and can put things in perspective.

3. A considerable benefit of kindness is its impact on self-perception. When you commit acts of kindness, you may begin to view yourself as an altruistic and compassionate person. Studies find that helping others or volunteering for a worthy cause highlights your abilities, resources, and expertise, and gives you a feeling of control over your life.

4. Finally, and this is the most important factor, kindness can jump-start a cascade of positive social consequences. Helping others leads people to like you, to appreciate you, to offer gratitude. In our research, we have found that a chief reason that being kind to others made our participants happier was how much the recipients appreciated their kind acts. As an added benefit, by acting kindly toward others, it may also lead people to reciprocate in your times of need. But, even without reciprocation, a person can become happy by acting kindly toward others.

Homework exercise (acts of kindness) Complete on:

Please take a moment to think about three kind acts that you could perform today to help people in your life; it could be for someone you know or for a stranger. These kind (generous) acts should be something that is not normally required in your life, but that goes above and beyond what you typically do. Furthermore, this kind act should involve some sacrifice by you in terms of your effort, energy, time, or money. For example, you might give someone a compliment, help someone out with a chore, buy a small gift for someone (e.g., coffee, candy bar), provide needed feedback or support, or mentor a younger person. Even if you don’t feel well, a phone call or brief note can serve as an important and meaningful act to you and the recipient. Identify these acts in your mind, and then go ahead and do them.

Now, please take 20 minutes to write about the kind acts that you performed for someone. Be sure to detail exactly what you did, how you felt, and what response the recipient had (if any).

When you next speak with your positive psychology trainer, you will review this exercise and how you felt during and after the exercise.

Kind act #1

What I did:

How I felt in anticipation of the act (as I thought about doing it):

How I felt when I did the act, and how I felt afterwards:

The response the recipient had:

Figure 1. Sample pages from positive psychology treatment manual.
Table 2. Mean (SD) change score on secondary study outcomes from baseline to eight weeks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Positive psychology (n=9)</th>
<th>Relaxation response (n=7)</th>
<th>Recollection (n=7)</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Cohen’s d **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CES-D</td>
<td>-5.4 (10.7)</td>
<td>-4.7 (7.2)</td>
<td>-2.3 (11.3)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES-D-H</td>
<td>3.0 (4.0)</td>
<td>0.9 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.1 (4.5)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHS</td>
<td>1.1 (3.7)</td>
<td>2.4 (2.2)</td>
<td>-0.5 (2.7)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS-A</td>
<td>-2.8 (4.9)</td>
<td>-1.3 (2.0)</td>
<td>-1.7 (6.6)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-12 MCS</td>
<td>5.9 (10.1)</td>
<td>5.4 (5.9)</td>
<td>-1.3 (13.9)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Italics. Denotes the greatest change on each outcome measure. **Comparison of positive psychology versus recollection conditions. CES-D, Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression scale; CESD-H, four positive affect (“happiness”) items of the CES-D; HADS-A, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale - anxiety subscale; SHS, Subjective Happiness Scale; SF-12 MCS, Mental Component Score of the Short-Form 12.
ate a telemedicine intervention for patients with significant cardiovascular disease. Our multidisciplinary team also created and utilized a companion treatment manual for participants receiving this intervention.

Most previous positive psychology interventions have been conducted in non-clinical populations, or in those without medical illness. To our knowledge, only two interventions using any kind of positive emotion-related interventions in patients with cardiac illness have been studied: a pilot trial aimed at positive affect and self-affirmation in outpatients with hypertension or recent angioplasty and a laboratory study of the impact of forgiveness therapy on anger-recall stress-induced changes in myocardial perfusion. In contrast to the above interventions, our positive psychology intervention used empirically-validated positive psychology interventions, delivered by phone, in a vulnerable and important population (ACS/CHF patients) with high rates of readmission and mortality. Furthermore, we were careful to create an intervention that could potentially be implemented in clinical settings if found to be efficacious. We also took a more global approach to positive affect and cognitions by targeting several important positive psychology constructs (e.g. gratitude) rather than just happiness or optimism. Given the compelling evidence of the links between positive affect and cardiac outcomes and the ability of positive psychological interventions to improve well-being, this line of work may have substantial clinical and public health relevance.

One additional strength of our approach is that the positive psychology exercises were supervised by a social worker who did not require extensive training. Given that for the most part the intervention consisted of participants independently completing relatively straightforward exercises, the positive psychology trainer was simply required to review the exercises with subjects, discuss material in the treatment manual, and encourage the patient to complete subsequent exercises. Our small pilot study suggested that the intervention was feasible in this population of patients with recent acute cardiac illness. More than three-quarters of the exercises were completed by subjects in the PP study group, and subjects reported that the exercises were easy to complete, useful, and enhanced optimism. Furthermore, the improvements in mood, anxiety and other outcome measures compared to the other groups were promising.

Limitations

Much remains to be learned about the optimal content, duration, and delivery of this and other positive psychological interventions in cardiac patients. Our positive psychological intervention, which we adapted to the specific population of hospitalized ACS/CHF patients, differs in several ways from previously-tested interventions in non-cardiac populations. Previous positive psychology interventions have typically used a single exercise or content area (compared to our intervention which focused on optimism, kindness, and gratitude), have been substantially briefer than ours (approximately three-quarters have been less than eight weeks), and have been performed in-person or over the internet. We believe that a broader, longer, and phone-based intervention is more likely to have an impact given that multiple positive states are linked with cardiac outcomes, previously successful interventions in behavioral medicine have included longer treatment durations, and the telemedicine approach is the most feasible for this set of patients. As this intervention is rigorously tested in future studies, the optimal frequency, duration, and dosing of this treatment design must be considered.

The exploratory feasibility trial also had several limitations, as it was a single-site, very small feasibility trial that was not powered to find significant between-group differences. Moreover, it did not examine other important outcomes such as adherence, physical status, or hospital readmission. It is clear that future studies will need to address these limitations in order to assess the ability of this work to impact outcomes of clinical and public health significance.

Additional refinement and testing of this positive psychology intervention for cardiac patients are required to ensure that the field can develop the best intervention to impact meaningful clinical outcomes. Many questions remain: should positive interventions focus on improving overall well-being or target very specific psychological constructs like optimism, which is associated with superior cardiac health? Should positive psychology interventions serve as a new way to improve negative psychological syndromes like anxiety and depression (which are also associated with adverse cardiac outcomes), or should they be adapted to a broader population of patients than just those with a clinical disorder? Given recent findings that medical outcomes and health behaviors improved among cardiac patients who completed a program that simultaneously focused on psychological and medical factors, should positive psychology interventions target health behaviors such as diet or exercise as a way to improve cardiac outcomes? Answers to these questions will have important implications for the adaptation of positive psychology interventions to clinical settings. Although much remains to be learned, this line of work holds much promise in attempts to improve the lives of patients with serious cardiac illness.